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About This Content

Dejobaan Games loves you. And you always hurt the one you love. Here are five brand new, ultra-punishing levels designed to
make you hurl your keyboard across the room in frustration. These are unfair obstacle courses of shifting barricades, split-

second decisions, and twists so narrow that they'll abrade away your nose. To make things more brutal, we've strapped rockets to
your back, so you're screaming along at twice terminal velocity. And if you crash, the new checkpoint system pops you back

into the action without giving you a chance to breathe. And you know what? It's fast, fun, and ridiculously awesome.

Key Features:

Brand new DLC for AaaaaAAaaaAAAaaAAAAaAAAAA!!! -- A Reckless Disregard for Gravity
5 ultra-punishing levels
Checkpoints and respawns allow you to replay the action quickly
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We have finaly come to a point in VR development, when we start to see really great games released which are both very fun
and exiting to play all while using the VR medium to it's full potential.
At the the time of writing this review, I'm 1.2 hours in to the game, still in the first act, and I am already completely drawn in to
this story.

The game mechanics are easy to use, yet feels intuitive and very well developed. In essence, you can manipulated time by
rewinding, pausing and fast forwarding through the story as well as pick up objects around the mansion and it's suroundings.
Many objects, like Teslas Diary pages and photos are important clues needed to solve the murder. In order to figure this thrilling
murder mystery out, you need to follow each person around and collect clues as to how they all fit in to the overal story line.
Expect some very interesting plot points!

The story is great and the voiceacting likewise. All characters feels believable in an Agahta Christie kind of way, very intriguing.

Graphics are good once you set them to "Ultra", though as there seems to be no current support for SuperSampling, there is a
slight blurry-ness to it. After a while though, you dont' really notice this since the game takes over and you'll be fully imersed in
the story. All other aspects of the grahics, except the slight blur, is great with good animations, very well crafted house and
suroundings with lots of details and good lightning effects to show.

There could have been a tutorial to ease the players in; however, after 1 hour you will have understood how it works. Remember
to go back to the "Theater" to review the clues found and re-play important story plot points. These are all gathered in one room,
easy to access.

I highly recommend this game to anyone with a VR headset. This game together with games like Lone Echo assures me that we
have a great VR future ahead of us!

A must buy!. Game concept is great. Game execution not great. Anything more than $5-10 Game price: Not worth it. Now that I
won it, I'll keep playing it, but it is really not as polished as it should be. I bought the add-ons. Examples: South Korea has a
Vietnamese city called Saigon. US outstanding Debt is about half that of Germany. In reality US is about 17 trillion to
Germany's 5-600 billion. The AI for war\/conflicts is horrendously bad. Never leave the direction fo your troops to your
general. Even when a country no longer exists your AI thinks the conflict is continuing. If a NATO member is attacked (i.e.
Russian invasion of Poland), NATO doesn't mobilize. The number of interactions capable with leaders\/advisors is extremely
limited. Again, this is a great concept for a game. If it was polished and had more features I would rate it 4.5 out of 5 or higher.
As it is right now it is like a 1.5 out of 5. The concept keeps you engaged, the gameplay doesn't. STRONGLY suggest you don't
buy.. pretty good game. Might be a classic and it may have been great for the time it came out but my god did this game not age
well. The controls are awful, it's tank controls but on a keyboard so you can't make precise turns which will have you going
every which way when you try to turn ESPECIALLY when driving. Speaking of the driving in this is horrible, you can't build up
any speed because you slam into every other car on the road since the camera is zoomed in so close you aren't given nearly
enough time to dodge. The camera does try to zoom out when you speed up but the second you lose speed it snaps back in and if
you suffer from motion sickness easily avoid this game like the plague. The missions are also just bad, i tried 5 missions for
every faction and failed each one for seemingly random reasons. In one mission i had to drive a car in a bank heist fine and
dandy except i had to drive to the other side of the city to even begin the heist and with how bad the driving and camera is my
car was already dead when i got there. Another mission had me going to kill some random gang members, before i can even get
there cops show up and i get punched ONCE and i'm busted. I didn't play this when it came out so i don't have nostalgia blinders
on when i play it now, the game might've been great in its time but it has aged like sour cream.. I was very exited to play this
game, but found myself stuck in the very first gameplay scene. I left-click on the door to enter, can't enter. Right-click, can't
enter (and no pop-up menu either). Use the WASD keys, can't enter. Try to check the manual, but it's zero bytes and thus non-
existent. Great. Requesting a refund now.. I got finnaly dragon lore and kneif T.T. The Redux version of CRIMSON METAL
met all my expectations!
Now it's almost a new game.
CRIMSON METAL is simple but a really fun FPS game. Atmospheric, brutal and challenging. Is worthy of respect when devs
puts work into their games, not just make a game and abandon it but try to improve every time. Hope more people will give this
game a chance!. I love this software
Tons of bells and whistles , make a regular recorder look like crap, use this for YouTube , its very light and way more options
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and settings (but not scary and user frendly ) than those out there on the market. GET IT

9/10. Tried to play this dank game, couldn't get past the first connecting screen. 10/10 would install, try and uninstall agian.
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Very good game. likely one of the best RPG maker games i've ever played. one cirtical note however, you need to use the
upgrage system that comes with the gear. the game doesn't really exsplain this to you and not using it makes a hell of a lot of
trouble.

+ intresting story, qualty art (even better with the patch), very good combat and upgrade systems.

- art can get kinda samey good quialty not much verity, endings are sort of the same (both are good, but not that differnt), lack
of choices through the story (even small choices like in conversations.)

in my view $15 is rather cheap for this. enjoy!. I bought this game because of my intrests in astronomy. It met some of my
expectations but there are few things that could be improved. I like the game mechanics but it feels like a game made for
children. There is no proper excitment. The most fun part about it was (spoilers) driving the tiny rover. It ended too quickly for
me but I like the fact that you can travel to previous visited places. I don't think it's fully ready yet so I will not recommend this.
I'm sorry to say this, but it does have some potential. I'm gonna keep it for the time being and let's see where this goes..
Wonderful shmup with great references to like Gradius, R-Type, Darius or Turrican but also the ones of not so well-known
titles like Enforcer, Space Manbow, Hellfire, X-Multiply, Guardian, Hydefos, Armalyte and many others. simply one of the best
shmup I've ever played.. Spent 30 minutes playing with my balls in very scenic locations. Then I decided to play Polyball.

10/10 would play with balls again.. One of the best games I've ever played
Glorious violence, melee and shooting blended to make combat intense.
Online is still alive and it will never die, just don't expect to jump in and do well
Some of us have been here a long time (note most of my hours are on xbox)

Would recommend to anyone willing to put the time in to learn the game. Crashes often and is not a good experience due to
poor input detection and handling. If you want a game of this type, I'd reccomend Besiege, as it has a MUCH better and more
fun experience.. Really enjoyable game. Good story with multiple endings. I have done 2 different endings, but only have 26
hours on the game. I wish I had bought on sale, and I recommend buying this game on sale. I don't believe there is enough
content to justify the price.. Meh.. Its an on the rails shooter, blue gun shoots red objects, red gun shoots blue objects... This
kind of thing was fun in the 90's for some people, but it doesnt work for me. Technically its solid, graphics are kind of
impressive. But its overpriced for its content and wont keep you entertained for long, just look at everyones play times. Would
recommend if price was lower.. While I'd be more likely to classify this game as neutral than bad, I would never recommend it.
I've played 21 Nancy Drew games and this one was easily one of the worst I've played. There are so many better ones that unless
you want to beat all of them, I can't say this one is worth your money or time. I'm a HUGE fan of Nancy Drew games, Greek
history, and theatre. Given how much I enjoyed Secret of the Scarlet Hand (one of my favourites) and Tomb of the Lost Queen,
I expected to love this game, but I found it very disappointing.

For most of the game, the pacing is incredibly slow. This seems to be a result of two things. First of all, much of the story could
be characterized as you waiting for the curator to get back so you take care of some small jobs and babysit some suspicious
actors in the meantime. Something went wrong with a shipment and some artifacts went missing. The curator goes to
investigate. Sounds exciting right? Too bad you're stuck at the museum. It's not even a suspenseful wait. The story is pretty
predictable. The other factor is that many tasks you complete are accomplished by triggering things that don't really have a
logical connection. Here's a pretty early example that I will make as spoiler-free as possible: the curator has left Nancy a list of
tasks some of which involve using the computer. The computer is password protected, but Nancy is not able to call and ask for
the password (which she will do later in the game to access a specific program). After some searching it's pretty easy to predict
where to find the password, but you'll need another item to get it. Getting that item requires you to do something that has no
logical connection to it. It's pretty frustrating when you're aimlessly wandering around this often and this early in the game,
waiting for things to happen.

Another thing that really bothered me about this game, was that you really NEED to make backup files because you can get
stuck to the point you'll need to restart. I don't think this has been possible since the second game in the series which was
released in 1999. To put the situation in as vague terms as possible, Nancy goes through a door and down a hallway. At one end
of the hallway is a timed puzzle that if you fail results in a game over. However, you will not be able to to attempt the puzzle
unless you have the required item. If you try and go back out the way you came, you'll find there's another puzzle on the back of
the door you entered from. This puzzle requires a different item and you will not be able to attempt it unless you have it. Thus if
you enter the hallway without one of those two items, you will not be able to leave the hallway. Unless you made a backup at an
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earlier point, you will have to restart. It's also worth noting that this inability to attempt puzzles you don\u2019t have the items
for can also be frustrating if you already have some knowledge of ancient Greece. You may be able to solve some based on your
pre-existing knowledge, but will not be able to attempt them, until Nancy reads the book required for that puzzle.

One last annoyance I would like to add is that the characters keep talking about something world-specific and no one ever really
explains what it is. It's possible that I might have picked some dialogue options out of order and missed that conversation
though.

There are of course some good things in the game. The backgrounds look gorgeous. Although I wish they had put the same
effort into Grigor's face (light haired man from the pictures in the steam store). It's a shame since he has some pretty
entertaining dialogue, but I've played many games with worse faces so it's fine. The end of the game is easily the best part.
Things finally start to get exciting and the pace picks up. The epilogue is pretty comprehensive. This is something I really
appreciated as it was a real weak point for Secret of the Scarlet Hand and The Tomb of the Lost Queen. I still had a couple of
questions remaining, but this was one of the better epilogues in the series.

The sad thing is that the quality of the epilogue doesn't matter while my disinterest in my remaining questions are telling. The
majority of the game is so dull, slow and frustrating it's difficult to get invested in the story or the ending.. Some very nice but
limited content for a single ultra niche nation that you're unlikely to play as more than once or twice.

When the modern "immerson pack" Third Rome has 5 times the content for 2 times the price and was panned for lack of
content I can't justify spending 5 bucks on this.
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